


  



         

            









introduction

that's
easy, art is painting, sculpture

and stuff. why do you need Art theory?
it's just what you see in the galleries

and museums.









         

 



no great artist ever sees
things as they really are. if

he did he would cease to be an
artist. ”



 





Everybody has a Theory of art






 

    

            












I may not know much
about art, but I know

what I like!

Well, it can't be art
because it certainly

isn't beautiful.

 





     









It must be art because
it cost the Tate

Gallery a fortune.





no one valued my pictures
when i painted them. they top
the auction prices now, but i

got buttons for them!








 





what Actually is art Theory then?


 

































 









What do I mean?

Who is an artist?

How do we know good art
from bad art?





  

 

      

            



 





art started with cave painting, got
 speeded up by the Greeks, forgotten

about for awhile and then reinvented in
the Renaissance. The Romantics made it

all personal and now it's videos,
installations and stuff.

         





           

          

    









  



The next question is where to start?

 





art is about making perfect
 pictures of things, or making
beautiful objects, why doesn't

everyone agree on what art is?

The problem is agreeing on what
is perfect’ or beautiful and

then even if you can do that you
have to agree on what is a
picture or an art object.

What's that
 supposed to mean?

Unfortunately, as Socrates was always
pointing out, one man's idea of art is another

man's dog's dinner.

You what?!
Defining what is art, is almost
as difficult as defining what

is perfect or beautiful.

You're a lot
of help.

 





If we don't know what
art is, how can we

know what art theory
is?

Well, I suppose it's a theory that explains
what makes something into art, or why we
call some object, picture, mark or pattern

art rather than something else.

You sound like a
philosopher.

I'm sorry I'll try not to, it's just that
since art is a man-made activity, the

ways in which we classify it comes out
of our man-made language.

You're not trying very hard, that last bit
sounds even more like a philosopher.

Oops! Well, let's try again.
art is a way of making

images, or objects, that
reflect emotions, spiritual
ideas or religious feelings

that make us think about
ourselves and the world.

Ok, I can go with that,
but how do you make
it into an art theory?

Well, I suppose that art theory is an attempt to
explain why we, as human beings, try and make
sacred, beautiful or meaningful objects that

enhance our ways of living, or just make us feel
better about the world we inhabit.

Umm, that even sounds like a reasonable
argument.

 


